Fascination Collections I, II and III
Stylish, subtle and luxurious, the finest examples of
Threads weaves, opulent chenilles, rich linens, and
innovative textural designs, form these three superb
collections.
The traditional Threads palette is, as always, soft and
harmonious its calm neutrals joined by a lovely dusky
lavender, powder blue and enticing chartreuse. This
perfect mix of textures and colours define the unique
spirit of the Threads philosophy and offers a stylish
approach to both classical and contemporary interiors.

Fascination Embroideries
Whilst retaining the distinctive Threads signature of
elegant, refined and luxurious designs, Fascination
Embroideries has now embraced a beautiful colour
drenched palette.
Emphasizing this new spirited direction is the dramatic
‘Exuberance’ a large scale embroidery inspired by the
vibrant colours and patterns of Central Asia with the
geometric ‘Flair’ stitched on to a heavy linen ground
echoing the theme. The sinuous curves of ‘Verve’ and
‘Illusion’ are matched by the bold lines of ‘Refrain’ and
‘Resonance’.

Fascination Linens
Two magnificent heavy linens ‘Sahara’ and ‘Sirocco’ salute
the craftsmanship of artisanal hand woven fabrics. The
extraordinary colour palette ranging from glowing
burnt orange, cerise and lime to deep indigo and graphite
mirrors the use of traditional dyes giving a unique
‘vintage’ look to each piece.
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